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P-LINE

3-WAY ROLLING CHAIN SWIVEL
P-line introduces a new 3 way rolling chain swivel to their dura-max series.
There is nothing more frustrating than line twists and tangles caused by trolling rotating baits, lures 
and flashers. P-Line has designed a new swivel called the 3-Way Rolling Chain Swivel which 
specifically addresses the issue of line twist by incorporating a 3-barrel chain as the final connector on your swivel. 
 “Traditional 3-way swivels have three connection points, one which goes to your main line, one which connects to a dropper 
weight and one which connects to your bait or lure. By incorporating the rolling chain into the 3-way swivel, we have eliminated the need 
to add an additional swivel into your setup. This allows for a more efficient trolling setup with less knots” stated P-Line spokesman Don 
Newman. “We’ve tested these swivels in a number of trolling situations in both fresh and salt water and they have performed exactly as we 
conceptualized, eliminating twists and the need for additional knots.”
 The new swivels have a black anodized finish and have a quantity of 5 pieces per pack. They are available in two sizes, #3 which is rated to 
88 lbs. and #1 which is rated to 101 lbs and range in price from $4.99-$6.99.  3-Way Rolling Chain Swivels are currently available. For more 
information visit: www.p-line.com

HEYBO OUTDOORS

SPORTSMAN BAG 
The Sportsman Bag is made of a high-quality waxed cotton canvas and is built to last. 
Heavy duty carry straps haul heavy gear, and the adjustable, removable shoulder 
strap allows for shoulder or cross-body messenger carry. Two front zipper pockets 
allow for extra space for carrying all your gear securely anywhere you go.

• Waxed cotton canvas bag • Two hand carrying straps
• One detachable shoulder strap • Two zippered front pockets
• Internal zipper pocket

For more information visit: www.heybooutdoors.com

DRYSEE®

WATERPROOF BANDAGES
DrySee’s waterproof bandages provide a secure, waterproof covering for wounds. 
If water or other liquids make their way into the bandage, the gauze barrier around 
the perimeter of the bandage will turn from a light blue to a dark, blue color. The color 
change alerts the user to change the bandage, knowing that the perimeter seal is 
broken. If liquid passes through the second adhesive ring and reaches the wound 
site, or if the wound seeps fluid, the internal gauze pad will turn a dark blue color, 
alerting that a bandage change is necessary. DrySee’s color changing, liquid intrusion 
alert takes the guesswork out of replacing bandages because it is easy to see if the 
bandage is wet or dry. www.drysee.com 50% DISCOUNT USE “OUTDOORS50” AT CHECKOUT

GRUNDÉNS

NEW 12” DECK BOOT
The DECK-BOSSTM collection was designed to provide anglers with comfortable performance 
driven footwear options that will outlast even the longest days on the water. We’ve prioritized 
a thicker insole to promote noticeable shock resistance and the anti-microbial cooling liner will 
ensure you leave the typical footwear stench behind. Built in razor siping helps move water out 
from under the shoe Improving grip on wet surfaces and combined with a natural gum rubber 
outsole, you’ll be standing upright on deck all day long.

  • 100% Waterproof vulcanized rubber construction
  • 12” height offers increased protection for on deck spray
  • Neoprene Uning HeiQ Fresh
  • Non-Marking Naturual Gumm Rubber Outsole with Chevron deck thread and Razo-Cut Siping.

For more infromation visit: www.grundens.comSize: Mens 8-14
Colors: Monument Grey, Anchor
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